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DESY-13-036Quantum Transport and EletroweakBaryogenesisThomas Konstandin{DESY, Notkestr. 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyAbstratWe review the mehanism of eletroweak baryogenesis. The mainfous of the review lies on the development of quantum transportequations from �rst priniples in the Kadano�-Baym framework. Weemphasize the importane of the semi-lassial fore that leads to re-liable preditions in most ases. Besides, we disuss the status ofeletroweak baryogenesis in the light of reent eletri dipole momentprobes and ollider experiments in a variety of models.
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1 INTRODUCTION 31 IntrodutionThe goal of any baryogenesis mehanism is to explain the observed asymme-try between matter and anti-matter� � nB � �nBn ' 10�10 : (1)In order to produe suh an asymmetry dynamially, several symmetries haveto be broken what is summarized by the Sakharov onditions [1℄: Baryonnumber (B) must not be onserved. Charge onjugation (C) and harge on-jugation in ombination with parity onjugation (CP) must not be a symme-try. Time reversal must not be symmetry what in the early Universe impliesa non-equilibrium state of the plasma. Owing to the Sakharov onditions,baryogenesis is only possible in extensions of the Standard Model (SM). Inpartiular, new soures of CP violation and sizable deviation from thermalequilibrium are essential for a viable baryogenesis mehanism.The speial appeal of eletroweak baryogenesis [2℄ (EWBG) is herebythat only physis of eletroweak sales is involved. This makes the senarioin priniple testable. The basi piture of eletroweak baryogenesis is asfollows: At temperatures above the eletroweak sale, the eletroweak gaugesymmetry is unbroken and the Universe is �lled with a hot plasma of partileswith no net baryon number. The Universe expands and ools and eventu-ally the eletroweak gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken via the Higgsmehanism. Eletroweak baryogenesis an be realized if this hange of phaseproeeds by a �rst-order phase transition. In this ase, bubbles nuleate thatontain a plasma of broken eletroweak symmetry and subsequently expandin the surrounding plasma with unbroken symmetry. Individual partilesin the plasma experiene the passing bubble interfae beause of their ou-plings to the Higgs �eld. This leads to the reetion of partiles and drivesthe plasma out of equilibrium. Eventually this reetion proess entails CPviolation and an asymmetry between partiles and anti-partiles aumulatesover time in front of the expanding bubble walls. Sine baryon number isonserved up to this point, the opposite CP asymmetry aumulates insidethe bubbles of broken plasma. Finally, baryon number is violated due to thesphaleron proess that is only ative in the unbroken phase. The sphaleronalso provides the C violation sine it ouples only to left-handed partiles.This mehanism is most eÆient when the partile asymmetries di�use deepinto the unbroken phase where the sphaleron rate is unsuppressed [3℄. The



1 INTRODUCTION 4
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Figure 1: Sketh of the eletroweak baryogenesis mehanism: The Higgs bubblewalls separate the symmetri from the broken phase. If the reetion of left-handedeletroweak partiles entails CP violation, the sphaleron proess (that only is ativein the symmetri phase) generates a net baryon number.mehanism is skethed in Fig. 1.Under all models that provide the neessary ingredients for eletroweakbaryogenesis the minimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM) has aprominent role. This is mostly due to the fat that the MSSM overomes(or alleviates) many shortoming of the SM in some regions of the parameterspae: The hierarhy problem of the Standard Model (SM), uni�ation ofgauge ouplings, the anomaly in the gyromagneti moment of the muon,viable dark matter andidates and so on. For these reasons, the MSSM isalso the most studied framework for eletroweak baryogenesis.Unfortunately, eletroweak baryogenesis is not so easily realized in theMSSM. The main reasons are that the Higgs setor is rather onstrained andthat CP violation arises in a speial form. Even though a strong enough phasetransition is possible in a small region of the parameter spae (the so-alledlight stop senario), the observed baryon asymmetry an only be explained bynearly mass degenerate harginos and/or neutralinos. Therefore, a reliableanalysis of the produed baryon asymmetry has to aount for avor e�etsas e.g. avor osillations, resonant enhanements and transport phenomenathat are spei� to the multi-avor ase. A large part of the literature dealswith these ompliations that are responsible for the large disrepanies in the



1 INTRODUCTION 5baryogenesis analysis between di�erent approahes. Reently, the availableparameter spae for viable MSSM models shrunk signi�antly with the LHCresults, in partiular the Higgs searhes. All in all, eletroweak baryogenesisin the MSSM is tehnially not ruled out yet, but only possible under ratherontrived assumptions and at the ost of additional anellations and tunings(a more detailed analysis will be given in setion 4.4).The main purpose of the present review is to turn the spotlight on ele-troweak baryogenesis in models other than the MSSM. The emphasis ishereby on the following aspets:� Using the Shwinger-Keldysh formalism, quantum transport equationshave been derived in the reent years from �rst priniples in the ontextof eletroweak baryogenesis. Espeially, when the CP violation oper-ative in baryogenesis results from the semi-lassial fore and is notbased on avor mixing, all applied approximations are well justi�edand allow for robust quantitative preditions.� Reent LHC results marked the disovery of a Higgs-like partile withmassmh ' 125 GeV. If this partile is identi�ed with the Higgs partile,this is most relevant for eletroweak baryogenesis. The strength of theeletroweak phase transition is tightly linked to the Higgs mass. LargerHiggs masses tend to weaken the phase transition and suppress theprodued baryon asymmetry. In all models we assume a Higgs mass ofabove value in this manusript.� The main motivation for new physis at the eletroweak sale (andsupersymmetry in partiular) omes from the hierarhy problem. Thedisovery of the Higgs highlights this fat and rules out Higgs-less mod-els as e.g. Tehniolor. In the last years muh progress was made on-erning alternative solutions to the hierarhy problem as for exampleomposite Higgs models. These models typially allow for eletroweakbaryogenesis without muh tuning in the Higgs setor.The plan of the review is as follows: In setion 2 semi-lassial transportequations are derived from �rst priniples in the Shwinger-Keldysh formal-ism. The main result of this setion is the Boltzmann equation (48) thatinludes a CP-violating semi-lassial fore at order ~. Subsequently, in se-tion 3 we present how to transit from Boltzmann type transport equationsto di�usion equations using the ow ansatz and the omplete analysis of the



1 INTRODUCTION 6produed baryon asymmetry is illustrated. Finally, in setion 4 the analysisof the baryon asymmetry and its orrelation with ollider phenomenology isdisussed in spei� models. The appendix ontains the remaining ingredi-ents of the baryogenesis alulation. This inludes the harateristis of thephase transition and the sphaleron rate.



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 72 Transport in the Kadano�-Baym frameworkIn this setion, we disuss how quantum transport equations an be de-rived from �rst priniples in a QFT setting and its appliation to ele-troweak baryogenesis. Main aim of this setion is to sketh and motivatethe Shwinger-Keldysh formalism (also known as losed time path formalismor in-in formalism) rather than to disuss it in omplete depth. The dis-ussion losely follows the derivation in Ref. [4℄ and the tehnial review inrefs. [5, 6℄. More details an be found in Refs. [7, 8, 9℄; thermal �eld theoryis overed in the books [10, 11℄.2.1 The Shwinger-Keldysh formalismStarting point of the Shwinger-Keldysh formalism is the observation thatnot only sattering amplitudes allow for a representation in terms of pathintegrals but also the time evolution of expetation values of operators [12,13℄. Consider a quantum mehanial system with oordinate q, a basis n andsome operator Ô that at initial time t0 leads to the matrix elementsOmn(t0) = DmjÔjnE : (2)Matrix elements evaluated at later time an be related to Omn(t0) viaOab(t1) =Xn;m DajeiĤ(t1�t0)jmEOmn(t0)Dnje�iĤ(t1�t0)jbE ; (3)Hene, unlike sattering amplitudes the time-evolution of a matrix elementinvolves the evolution of states bak and forth in time.In the path integral formulation, the evolution of the basis states an beexpressed as Dnje�iĤ(t1�t0)jbE = Z Dq ei R t1t0 dtL(q; _q) ; (4)with the Lagrangian L and appropriate boundary onditions. The time-evolution of an operator an then be represented asOab(t1) = Z Dq O(t1) ei RP dtL(q; _q) ; (5)using a losed time path P that goes from t0 to late times and bak, seeFig. 2. It is important to remember that the two branhes of integration



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 8
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Figure 2: The losed time path ontour for a general out-of-equilibrium system(top) and a system in equilibrium at �nite temperature (bottom).are independent suh that in the Hamiltonian piture, operators are pathordered and not time ordered.In QFT the same route an be followed leading to path integrals alongthe losed time path. As in the quantum mehanis example above theevaluation of operators then leads to path ordered expetation values. Thisin turn leads to the fat that the Dyson series of time-dependent perturbationtheory does not only involve the time-ordered Green funtion but also theanti-time ordered and unordered ones. This an be expressed eÆiently bygiving the two-point funtions an additional 2� 2 struture, e.g. in the aseof a salar �eld � one de�nes�++(u; v) � �t(u; v) � �i 

jT [�(u)�y(v)℄j
� ;�+�(u; v) � �<(u; v) � �i 

j�y(v)�(u)j
� ;��+(u; v) � �>(u; v) � �i 

j�(u)�y(v)j
� ;���(u; v) � ��t(u; v) � �i 

j �T [�(u)�y(v)℄j
� ; (6)where T and �T denotes time and anti-time ordering, respetively. Obviouslyonly two of the funtions are independent and the matrix � in this� notationis anti-Hermitian in the sense that�y(u; v) = ��(v; u): (7)



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 9In many ases it is advantageous to express the two-point funtions in termsof the spetral funtion A = i(�> � �<)=2 and the symmetri propagatorF = (�> + �<)=2. For anonially normalized �elds, the spetral funtionful�lls the relation 2�u0 A(u; v)ju0!v0 = Æ(~u� ~v) ; (8)that follows immediately from the equal time ommutation relations of the�eld �.Ultimately, the matrix elements (2) an be used to determine the prop-erties of a statistial system using the density matrix �̂Tr��̂ Ô� = �mnOnm : (9)If the density matrix is known at initial time, operators an be evaluated atlater times using the path integral representation of Omn as outlined above.In priniple all information about the system an then be inferred from thedensity matrix.An alternative way of proeeding is to onsider a losed system of n-point funtions and to impose the initial onditions on the n-point funtionsrather than the density matrix. In omplete analogy to QFT alulations, theShwinger-Dyson equations an be derived from the 2PI e�etive ation [14℄in the non-equilibrium setup. Formally, the equation is the same, namelyZ d4w (� +m2 +�(u; w))�(w; v) = Æ(u� v) ; (10)where � denotes the self-energy. In a spei� model, the self-energy � anbe expressed perturbatively in terms of the interations and the two-pointfuntions of the system. This allows to determine the two-point funtionsat all times onsistently without resorting to initial onditions in terms of adensity matrix 1.However, even though these equations are formally the same as the Shwinger-Dyson equations, the two-point funtions are understood to have the addi-tional 2 � 2 struture mentioned before. Besides, in many ases statistial1Stritly speaking, the Shwinger Dyson equation in the 2PI formalism allows only forGaussian initial onditions. More general initial onditions require the use of the nPIformalism or similar tehniques [15, 7, 16, 17, 18℄. In the present ontext, this problem isnot of relevane, sine one applies the limit t0 ! �1 and hene thermal initial onditions.



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 10systems are not isotropi or homogeneous suh that the two-point funtions� and the self-energy � do not only depend on the relative oordinate (u�v)but expliitly on both oordinates u and v separately. This feature is par-tiularly bothersome if the two-point funtions are transformed into Fourierspae. Usually Feynman alulus is partiularly simple in Fourier spae sinethe onvolutions in oordinate spae turn into onventional produtsZ dy A(x� y)B(y � z) F:T:��! A(p) �B(p) : (11)However, if a dependene on the average oordinate remains, onvolutionsturn into Moyal star produtsZ dy A(x; y)B(y; z) F:T:��! A(p;X) ? B(p;X) : (12)Here A(p;X) denotes the Fourier transform with respet to the relative o-ordinate r = (x� y) for �xed entral oordinate X = (x + y)=2A(p;X) = Z d4r A(X + r=2; X � r=2) ei r�p ; (13)and the Moyal star produt is de�ned using the diamond operator� = 12 � �� p�!� X � �� X�!� p� ; (14)by A(p;X) ? B(p;X) = A(p;X) e�i�B(p;X) : (15)This representation of two-point funtions is alled Wigner spae and allowsfor an interpretation in terms of a semi-lassial phase spae. One partiu-larly simple appliation of this formalism is QFT at �nite temperature whatwe disuss next.QFT at �nite temperatureThe density matrix at �nite temperature is given by the Hamiltonian Ĥ andthe temperature T = ��1 as �̂ = exp(�Ĥ�) : (16)



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 11The partition funtion of this systemZ = Tr �̂ = Z dq Dqje�Ĥ�jqE ; (17)an be represented by extending the losed time path into the imaginarytime diretion (see Fig. 2) and imposing periodi (anti-periodi) boundaryonditions for bosoni (fermioni) �elds. For the two-point funtions, theperiodi boundary onditions turn into the Kubo-Martin-Shwinger relation�>(u; v)ju0�v0=t = �<(u; v)ju0�v0=t+i�F:T:��! �>(k) = exp(k0�)�<(k): (18)In ombination with the spetral sum rule (8)Z dp02� 2p0A(p) = 1 ; (19)this yields in equilibrium for a free �eldA(p) = �Æ(p2 �m2) sign(p0) ;F(p) = ��i Æ(p2 �m2) [2n(jp0j) + 1℄ ; (20)or equivalently �< = ��i Æ(p2 �m2) sign(p0)n(p0) ;�> = ��i Æ(p2 �m2) sign(p0) (n(p0) + 1) : (21)Here we reover the Bose-Einstein partile distribution funtionn(E) = 1exp(E�)� 1 : (22)For partile speies that are weakly interating and lose to equilibrium,the spetral funtion A is approximately still given by a Æ funtion and theorresponding omponent of the plasma an be desribed by quasi-partiles.The partile distribution funtion n(X; p) is then enoded in the symmetripropagator F or the Wightman funtions �<;>.



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 12Kadano�-Baym equationsIt is not surprising that the Wightman funtions �< and �> enode thepartile densities in the plasma. After all they represent the partile numberoperators. This indiates a way to derive quantum transport equations from�rst priniples: The Shwinger-Dyson equations (10) in Wigner spae (thatare also alled Kadano�-Baym equations [19℄)(p2 �m2 +�(p;X)) ?�(p;X) = 1 ; (23)have to be solved with appropriate boundary onditions. In omponents thisequation an be brought to the form [5, 6℄(p2 �m2 � �h) ? �<;> � �<;> ? �h = oll: ; (24)where we introdued the ollision termoll: = 12 (�> ? �< � �< ? �>) ; (25)the Hermitian part of the Green funtion�h = �t � 12(�< +�>) ; (26)and analogous de�nitions for the self-energy �. One the Wightman fun-tions are known, the partile distribution funtions an be read o� at latetimes when the system is again lose to equilibrium. Aording to (21) one�nds n(X�; ~p) = 4i Zp0>0 dp02� �< ; (27)1 + �n(X�; ~p) = 4i Zp0<0 dp02� �< : (28)Using appropriate boundary onditions, the equations (24) an be readilyapplied to the problem of eletroweak baryogenesis. Initially the system islose to equilibrium and during baryogenesis driven out of equilibrium. Inthe ase of eletroweak baryogenesis this stems from the bubbles of Higgsvauum expetation value that give rise to a spae-time dependent massterm m(X). The terms on the left-hand side desribe the fores that aton the partiles and also the di�usion of the partile densities away from



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 13the wall. The term on the right-hand side (that is alled ollision term)represents the interations that drive the system to kinemati and hemialequilibrium. The partile densities of the speies under onsideration anthen be read o� from the Wightman funtions at late times after the phasetransition is ompleted.2.2 Approximation shemesIn order to make the system of equations (24) more manageable, severalapproximations an be applied that we disuss in this subsetion. In theontext of eletroweak baryogenesis the following approximations are usuallyemployed 2:� Gradient expansion:If the bakground depends only weakly on spae and time oordinates,an expansion of the Moyal star produts in the diamond operator an beperformed. Naively, this is a good expansion for eletroweak baryogen-esis sine the bakground is only slowly varying in units of the typialmomentum sale. To be spei�, in the MSSM the thikness of theHiggs bubble wall is typially of order `w � 20� 30T�1. At the sametime, a typial partile in the plasma has a momentum of order p � T .Hene, the diamond operator omes with a fator � � (`wT )�1 � 1.� Fluid approximation:The plasma is assumed to be lose to equilibrium. In partiular, it isassumed that two-to-two satterings (or other interations that do nothange partile numbers) are fast suh that the plasma is well desribedby the loal veloity of the di�erent omponents of the plasma, the loaltemperatures and the hemial potentials. The partile distributionfuntions an then be parametrized asn ' 1e(u�p�+�)� � 1 ; (29)where u�, � and � are spae-time dependent and denote the four-veloity, the inverse temperature and the hemial potential of the2See Ref. [20℄ for a similar disussion.



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 14omponents of the plasma. By taking di�erent moments of the trans-port equations, the equation of motion for these quantities an then bederived (this is exempli�ed in setion 3).� Weak oupling:Far away from the soure of non-equilibrium the system will reahits hemial equilibrium via interations that hange partile numbers.These interations are assumed to be slow suh that an expansion inthe aording oupling onstants an be performed.In light of these assumptions, one an then simplify the Kadano�-Baym equa-tions. As a word of aution, notie that the validity of these approximationsis not always guaranteed. The prime example are avor osillations where theuid approximation an fail [20℄. We will omment on this issue in se. 2.5.We will see shortly that the main soure that drives the system out-of-equilibrium and indues CP violation arises from a kinemati e�et that evenpersist in the limit of vanishing interations. The deviations from equilibriumare then suppressed by �w ' (`wT )�1 while the self-energy is suppressed byoupling onstants and loop fators, �oll ' g2=4�. In partiular, the ollisionterm vanishes in equilibrium but also has an expliit fator �oll from theself-energy. Hene one an neglet the higher gradients in the Moyal starprodut of the ollision term and writeoll: ' �>(p;X)�<(p;X)� �<(p;X)�>(p;X) : (30)Furthermore, the terms involving the self-energy on the left-hand side ofthe Kadano�-Baym equation (24) mostly a�et the shape of the spetralfuntion. The term involving �h renormalizes the mass term while the terminvolving �<;> leads to a broadening of the spetral funtion [5, 6℄. Theseterms will also be negleted in the following suh that the Kadano�-Baymequations read(p2 �m2) ? �<;> = �>(p;X)�<(p;X)� �<(p;X)�>(p;X) : (31)2.3 One bosoni avorFor a system with only one bosoni degree of freedom, the Wightman fun-tions are purely imaginary and one an immediately split the Kadano�-Baymequations into a real (p2 �m2) os(�)�<;>(p;X) = 0 ; (32)



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 15and imaginary part (p2 �m2) sin(�)�<;>(p;X) = oll: : (33)The real part determines the spetral funtion and is usually alled onstraintequation while the imaginary part desribes the variation of the partile dis-tribution funtions due to the bakground and is alled kineti equation.To order O(�2) these equations are solved by the ansatz�< = 2�Æ(p2 �m2)sign(p0)n(p;X) ; (34)where the partile distribution funtion now ful�lls the equation2�Æ(p2 �m2) �2p���n(p;X) + ��m2(X)�p�n(p;X)� = oll: (35)This equations allow for a simple semi-lassial interpretation: Imagine apartile with a spae-dependent mass m2(z) arising from the Higgs bubbleand a �xed four-momentum p� in front on the bubble wall. If the partilepasses the wall, its mass hanges. If the semi-lassial partile is on-shellon both sides of the wall, it has to hange its four-momentum and the sym-metries of the problem ditate that this hange arises in pz. This reasoningleads to the relation p2z;in +m2in = p2z;out +m2out and the approahing partilepereives the hange in mass similar to a potential barrier. In partiular, verysoft partiles annot ful�ll the on-shell ondition inside the bubble and arereeted by the bubble wall. If this piture is generalized to a distributionof partiles, n(p;X), and a smoothly hanging mass pro�le m(X), this leadsto the statement p���n(p;X) = ���m2(X)�p�n(p;X) ; (36)whih is eq. (35) in the absene of interations. In the language of Boltzmannequations, the hange in mass leads to a kinemati e�et that exerts a foreon the partiles in the plasma. This e�et is purely lassial in the sense thatit will not be suppressed in the limit ~ ! 0. For eletroweak baryogenesis,this e�et is interesting sine, as we will see, in ase of fermions and/or severalavors the kinemati fores an entail CP violation (to �rst order in ~).Before we do so, let us omment on some additional features of eq. (35)and its solution. First, notie that if the wall is at rest relative to the plasma,the fore is absent. In the wall frame the mass depends only on the spatialoordinates, m(z), while in the plasma frame the equilibrium distribution



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 16funtion depends only on the energy, n(p0). If these two frames oinide thefore term ��m2(X)�p�n(p) vanishes and the equilibrium solution (with thespae-time dependent mass) solves (35) everywhere. In terms of partiles,soft partiles are reeted, n(~p) = n(�~p), while hard partiles replae hardpartiles on the other side of the bubble wall. During eletroweak baryoge-nesis, deviations from equilibrium are hene additionally suppressed by thewall veloity vw in ase it is substantially smaller than the speed of light.Next, notie that the e�et persists even in the limit of vanishing in-terations. One the wall is moving, the soft partiles are still reeted,n(~p) = n(�~p), but this is not onsistent with the boundary onditions of aplasma moving towards the bubble wall. Also behind the wall the plasma isnot in equilibrium. So interations are essential to establish equilibrium farfrom the wall but are not so important to generate the out-of-equilibriumsituation in the present ontext.Finally, notie that as long as the e�et from the wall an be expressedas a forep���n(p;X) Æ(p2 �m2) = m(X)F�(X)�p�n(p;X) Æ(p2 �m2) ; (37)the four-urrent J� = Z d4p p�n(X; p) Æ(p2 �m2) ; (38)is onserved ��J� = 0 : (39)This supports the piture that the e�et is kinemati and neither are partilesreated nor destroyed in the proess. Of ourse, inluding partile numberhanging interations from the ollision term modi�es this onservation law.On the other hand, energy-momentumT �� = Z d4p p�p� n(X; p) Æ(p2 �m2) ; (40)is not onserved��T �� = Z d4pmF � n(X; p) Æ(p2 �m2) 6= 0 ; (41)due to the latent heat that is released during the phase transition from theHiggs setor into the plasma. But interations preserve the (total) energy-momentum tensor Z d4p(2�)4 p� oll: = 0 (42)



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 17and do not modify this relation (when summed over all speies). Ideally,any approximation to the transport equations that is applied subsequentlyshould respet these laws.2.4 One fermioni avorIn ase of a system with one fermioni avor, the derivation of the Kadano�-Baym equation parallels the bosoni ase. The equation in orrespondeneto (31) yields in this ase(=p� PLm(X)� PRm�(X)) ? S<(p;X) = oll: ; (43)where S< denotes the fermioni Wightman funtion. All subleading termsare already negleted and we introdued a omplex, spae-time dependentmass. Unlike the bosoni ase, this equation annot be simply split intoonstraint and kineti equation beause the Dira operator as well as theGreen funtion S< ontain a spinor struture. In the following we assumethat the hange of the mass is aligned with the momentum of the partile(both in z-diretion in the following) what makes the problem e�etively 1+1dimensional. In ase these two diretions are not aligned, this situation anbe ahieved by a suitable Lorentz boost [21℄.The spinor struture an then be partially deoupled by observing thatthe Dira operator ommutes with the following spin operatorSz = 035 / 12 : (44)Using the projetors Ps = 12(1 + sSz), the Dira operator an be brought toblok diagonal form. The blok that enodes the vetor and axial urrentsan then be parametrized asS< =Xs=�PsS<s ; S<s = Ps [0gs0 + 3gs3 + gs1 + 5gs2℄ : (45)In this notation the s-even (odd) parts of g0 enode the vetor density (ax-ial z-urrent), g3 enode the vetor z-urrent (axial density) and g1=2 thesalar/pseudo-salar (z-spin densities).In the gradient expansion the spinor struture of the Kadano�-Baymequations an be deoupled [4℄ what leads to the following onstraint and



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 18kineti equations for g0 �k2 � jmj2 � sk0 jmj2�0� gs0 = 0 ;�kz�z � 12 jm2j0�kz � s2k0 (jmj2�0)0�kz� gs0 = oll: ; (46)where the mass term was parametrized as m(z) = jm(z)j exp(�(z)). So thefuntion gs0 allows again for the ansatzgs0 / Æ(k20 � !2s)ns0 ; !2s � k2z + jmj2 + sk0 jmj2�0 ; (47)with �kz�z � 12 jm2j0�kz � s2k0 (jmj2�0)0�kz�ns0 = oll: : (48)The additional CP-violating fore in this equation leads to CP-violating de-viations from equilibrium in the axial z-urrent. The analogous equation forg3 shows no dependene on the shift in phase �0. In total, no partiles areprodued or destroyed. Still, partiles with di�erent spins pereive di�erentpotential barriers and are reeted di�erently by the wall. The spin of thepartiles is hereby onserved while the hirality is not.If the wall is at rest, n0 does not depend on kz and away from the wall thepartile distribution funtions are in their loal equilibrium form. The on-shell ondition is still di�erent for partiles with di�erent spins suh that thetwo-point funtions and also the axial urrent J5z depends on the hange ofphase �0 in the wall. Sine the solution is onsistent with the KMS relation,inluding interations does not hange this piture [6℄. Only if the wallveloity is nonzero the CP violation an di�use into the symmetri phaseand give rise to sizable baryogenesis.The equation (48) is the entral relation for eletroweak baryogenesiswith one avor. The fores on the left-hand side of the equation enodehow the plasma is driven out-of-equilibrium and how CP violation manifestsitself in the partile densities. The kineti term in ombination with theollision terms ditate how the partile densities di�use away from the wall.The ollision terms also determine how the asymmetries are ommuniatedto the other partile speies and �nally the weak sphaleron. The ompleteeletroweak baryogenesis alulation in a toy model is skethed in se. 3.



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 192.5 Several avorsIf several avors are onsidered, additional ompliations arise. The diamondoperator omes with a fator ~ and for one avor the onstraint equation isin leading order algebrai. Besides, the kineti equation has an overall fator~ and is in leading order a lassial transport equation. For several avors,the leading order of the kineti equation (in the ase of bosons) beomes2k����< + i[m2;�<℄� 12 �m20; �kz�<	 = oll: : (49)The �rst two terms of this equation desribe avor osillations with a fre-queny ! ' �m2=kz / 1=~, while the third term gives fores similar to whatwas found in the one avor ase. The Wightman funtion does enode inthe ase of several avors not only semi-lassial partile distribution fun-tions but also oherent superpositions of di�erent mass eigenstates. Eventhough the Wightman funtion is diagonal in mass eigenbasis far away fromthe wall, the fores indue o�-diagonal entries that partiipate in the avorosillations. This mehanism gives rise to new soures of CP violation. Inpartiular, this e�et arises already in leading order in the kineti equation.In omparison, the semi-lassial fore found for one avor ontains one moregradient (and hene one more fator ~). On one hand, this indiates that theavor mixing e�ets an be enhaned relative to the semi-lassial fore. Onthe other hand, if the osillation is rather fast, this suppresses the eÆientpopulation of any o�-diagonal densities. So it is not a priori lear if theCP violation stemming from mixing or the one from the semi-lassial foredominates the produed baryon asymmetry.For ompleteness, we quote the kineti equation for fermions with severalavors as derived in [22℄ up to seond order in gradients. In this ase, itis more appropriate to parametrize the two-point funtions in terms of left-handed and right-handed densities. The equation of the right-handed density



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 20reads kz�zgR + i2 �mym; gR�� 14 �(mym)0; �kzgR	+ 14kz �my0mgR + gRmym0�� 14kz �my0gLm +mygLm0�� i16 �(mym)00; �2kzgR�+ i8kz �my0m0; �kzgR�+ i8 �my00m�kz �gRkz �� �kz �gRkz �mym00�� i8 �my00�kz �gLkz�m�my�kz �gLkz�m00�= oll:: (50)The orresponding equation for the left-handed density is obtained by thereplaements gR $ gL m$ my : (51)Notie that this equation does not expliitly depend on the spin quantumnumber s and we dropped the supersript. The dependene on s appearsagain when the funtions are rewritten in the previous notation viagsL = gs0 � s gs3 ; gsR = gs0 + s gs3 ; (52)and the lowest order relation kzg3 = k0g0. Also notie that this kinetiequation does not expliitly depend on the energy k0. Hene, the transportequations for the partile distribution funtions an be obtained be integra-tion without knowledge of the spetral funtion.The seond term in (50) indues avor osillations while the remainingterm of �rst order in gradients are analog to the lassial fores in the oneavor ase. These terms soure the o�-diagonal entries (in avor spae) of theWightman funtion and ontain new soures of CP violation as in the bosonisystem with several avors. The last two terms reprodue the semi-lassialfore known from the one avor ase.Appliation to the MSSMThe main appliation of the equation (50) is hargino (or neutralino) driveneletroweak baryogenesis in the MSSM. In this framework, the semi-lassial



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 21fore that drives eletroweak baryogenesis in the one avor sheme is insuf-�ient to aount for the observed baryon asymmetry. This is mainly dueto a weak phase transition and rather strit onstraints from EDM measure-ments. Hene eletroweak baryogenesis in the MSSM has to rely on avormixing e�ets that nominally are suppressed by one less order in the gradientexpansion.Unfortunately, some of the usual assumptions used in eletroweak baryo-genesis alulations potentially break down in the ase of CP violation stem-ming from avor mixing as is disussed in detail in [20℄. The osillationfrequeny is of order ��1os � �m2=p where the �m2 denotes the di�erene ofthe mass eigenvalues squared. For soft partiles this leads to fast osillatorybehavior and numerially this fast osillation suppresses the relevane of theo�-diagonal entries. On the other hand, avor osillations are important forthe new CP-violating terms that arise in the kineti equations (50) beyondthe semi-lassial fore [22℄.If the osillations are generally assumed to be faster than the bakgroundgradients, �os � `w, the system is in the adiabati regime [20, 23℄. Inthe ase of the MSSM this seems reasonable sine the bubble wall is ratherthik, `w T = 10 � 20, and the harginos are never mass degenerate in thewall. Hene, the assumption �os � `w should be valid for a typial partilein the plasma with p � T . In this regime the ow ansatz (29) (inluding aolletive osillation) seems reasonable. Besides, bakreations from the o�-diagonal densities on the diagonal ones are small3 and an be negleted. Thisis the route followed in [24℄. Unfortunately, the resulting baryon asymmetryis too small to be simultaneously in aord with EDM onstraints and theobserved baryon asymmetry (a more extensive aount of these results isgiven in se. 4.4).A �rst study that does not rely on the assumption of fast osillationswas presented in [20, 23℄ for a toy model. In this regime, the interplay ofo�-diagonal and diagonal parts in avor spae is more involved what anlead to a parametri enhanement of CP violation in the diagonal partiledensities. In a bosoni toy model, the modes that are most a�eted by CPviolation are the ones where the osillation frequeny is omparable to thebakground gradients, �os � `w. As argued before, in the MSSM thesepartiles are rather hard and this leads potentially to a suppression sine3Nominally they are seond order in gradients and ompatible with the semi-lassialfore terms.



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 22these hard modes are not very abundant in the plasma. Still, it might turnout that these modes ontribute more to the CP-violating partile densitiesthan the bulk of partiles in the adiabati regime. To settle this issue wouldrequire an analysis along the lines of [20, 23℄ in a fermioni system (namelythe hargino setor of the MSSM) whih is a daunting task.2.6 Other approahesIn this setion we briey disuss to what extent the approah presented inthe last setion is onsistent with other methods found in the literature. Inpartiular we disuss the semi-lassial fore in the WKB approximation andthe mass insertion formalism.Semi-lassial fore in the WKB approximationHistorially, the semi-lassial fore was initially found in the WKB approxi-mation [25, 26, 27, 28℄ and subsequently applied to the MSSM [29, 30, 31, 32℄.The derivation is a little less lean than the one in the Kadano�-Baym frame-work. For example, it relies on the quasi-partile piture what is a strongerrequirement than the mere gradient expansion used in the KB approah.The derivation goes as follows: Assume again one fermioni partilespeies with a spae-time dependent omplex mass term, m = jmjei�. Theorresponding Lagrangian isL = � (i=� � PLm� PRm�) : (53)Using a loal axial transformation, the Lagrangian an be brought to a formwhere the mass term is real, but an axial gauge �eld appearsL = � (i=� + 5=Z �m) ; (54)where Z� = 12���. Solving the Dira equation then leads to the dispersionrelation of the quasi partiles. In the wall frame one �nds [26, 27℄E2 = p2? + �pp2z +m2 � Zz�2 : (55)The di�erent signs denote hereby the spin in z-diretion in the frame withvanishing p? analogue to the onstrution in the Kadano�-Baym approah(44). The group veloity of the partile is given byvg = _z = �E�pz ; (56)



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 23and energy onservation gives the onstraint_E = 0 = _z �E�z + _pz �E�pz ; (57)and hene _pz = ��zE. From these relations the Boltzmann equation an bederived dndt = �tn + _z�zn+ _pz�pzn = oll: : (58)Notie that the relation _pz = ��zE ensures that for a stati wall the equilib-rium partile distribution funtion (that in this ase only depends on energyin the wall frame) is a solution to the Boltzmann equation.Let us ompare this result with our �ndings in the Kadano�-Baym ap-proah. In the 1+1 dimensional ase and for small gradients one �ndsE2 = �pp2z +m2 � Zz�2' p2z +m2 � 2EZz (59)Comparing with (46) we see that the fore in the WKB approximation issmaller by a fator m2=E2 what is lose to unity for non-relativisti parti-les. So the result is in rough agreement with the ones later obtained in theKadano�-Baym framework. However, the CP-violating term arises throughan (axial) gauge transformation what initially lead to some disussion in theliterature if this e�et is physial. This issue an be resolved by distinguish-ing between anonial and physial momenta [31℄. This areful analysis alsoreovers the fator m2=E2 and is then in full agreement with the result fromthe Kadano�-Baym framework.In onlusion, the derivation of the leading order e�et in the Kadano�-Baym framework agrees with the one in the WKB approximation for onefermioni avor. Nevertheless, the Kadano�-Baym framework overame someshortomings of the semi-lassial analysis. First, above ambiguity involvingthe anonial and physial momenta never arises. Seond, the Kadano�-Baym framework does not assume quasi-partile states from the start. Thequasi-partile properties are rather a onsequene of the onstraint equationsto the lowest orders in the gradient expansion.Mass insertion formalismAnother approah to CP-violating soures in transport equations is the massinsertion formalism [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44℄. The for-



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 24malism has ompared the full-edged Kadano�-Baym treatment the advan-tage that it is perturbative what makes even alulations with several avorsstraight forward. The main appliation of this formalism is hene eletroweakbaryogenesis in the MSSM.The main idea is to treat the mass term as an interation and expand theKadano�-Baym equations around a plasma with vanishing mass. Formally,the fermioni equivalent of equation (23)(=p� PLm� PRmy � �(p;X)) ? S(p;X) = 1 ; (60)is solved perturbatively (negleting the terms � arising from 'real' intera-tions) =p ? S(1) = (PLm + PRmy) ? S(0) ; (61)where S0 denotes the equilibrium solution of a massless partile.On general grounds this formalism gives rise to several objetions [45℄:� In the ase of one avor, the main e�et omes from a shift in thedispersion relation. This e�et an only orretly be aounted for ifthe Kadano�-Baym equations are solved. In the perturbative piture,the Kadano�-Baym equations resum an in�nite set of diagrams. Evenworse, if the operator =p ? in (61) is inverted one enounters divergenesthat have to be dealt with. As a simple example, onsider the followingequation that mimis the onstraint equation(x� a��a)f(x) = 0 ; (62)with the solution f(a) / Æ(x� a��a). If the equation is expanded in�a, one �nds f (0)(a) / Æ(x � a) and f (1)(a) = �a f (0)=(x � a), whatis not well de�ned. The orret behavior an in priniple be reoveredwhen one identi�es Æ(x � a)=(x � a) ! �Æ0(x � a). However, in theliterature on eletroweak baryogenesis the problem is usually avoidedby introduing a �nite width in the spetral funtion. Potentially, thisleads to an overestimation of the e�et. Without expanding in �a, theresult is manifestly �nite.� By onstrution, the resulting Wightman funtion is loal and henedoes not ontain any transport. To overome this problem, the re-sulting deviation from equilibrium is interpreted as a soure term and



2 TRANSPORT IN THE KADANOFF-BAYM FRAMEWORK 25subsequently inserted into a transport equation to make di�usion pos-sible. In the literature di�erent proposals exist how this has to be done,the most plausible being the use of Fik's law [42℄.� Flavor osillations are not orretly reprodued in the studies based onthe mass insertion formalism.� One the soure is inserted into the (lassial) transport equations, abasis hoie has to be made. The observation is that the CP-violatingsoure vanishes in the mass eigenbasis and the interation eigenbasisis used. On the other hand semi-lassial quasi-partiles propagate asmass eigenstates what makes this hoie questionable. The transportequations obtained in the Kadano�-Baym framework are in priniplebasis independent 4.In ref. [42℄ a re�ned version of the mass insertion formalism was presented.The mass was hereby expanded around a �xed pointm(X) = m(X0) + (X� �X0�)��m : (63)The derivative term was again treated as an interation while the mass termwas inorporated in the lowest order solution S(0). This overame some ofthe problems listed above but also redued the predited baryon asymme-try by one order of magnitude. In this partially resummed form, the maindi�erenes between the mass insertion formalism and the Kadano�-Baymequations seem to be how transport is implemented and the neglet of a-vor osillations. While the Boltzmann type equations arise naturally in theKadano�-Baym equations, the mass insertion formalism still requires to useFik's law or some other lassial input to desribe transport.A quantitative omparison between the di�erent approahes in ase ofthe MSSM is given in setion 4.4.
4However, in pratie also a basis hoie is often made in the Kadano�-Baym frameworkwhen the partile densities are oupled to other speies, see e.g. [24℄. So the problem isfor the most part only postponed.



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 263 Eletroweak baryogenesis: A toy modelIn this setion, we onnet the analysis of CP-violating partile densities withthe expliit alulation of the baryon asymmetry. Namely, we disuss howto transit from Boltzmann to di�usion equations (mostly in the ase withoutavor mixing). Finally we exemplify the omplete alulation in a toy model.Some ingredients, as e.g. the weak sphaleron rate and the harateristis ofthe phase transition are overed in the appendies.3.1 From Boltzmann to di�usion equationsTo solve the partial di�erential equations (48) or (50) is rather demandingwithout using further approximations. In the following, we disuss only thedi�usion equations in models without avor mixing, where the semi-lassialfore is the dominant soure of CP violation.Consider a Boltzmann type equation in the wall frame of the formpz�zn(~p) +mFz�pzn(~p) = oll: : (64)To simplify these partial di�erential equations further, often the so-alledow ansatz is used. The underlying assumption is that equilibration involvesdi�erent time sales [46, 47℄. When out of equilibrium, the system establishesafter a short time kineti equilibrium by deoherene e�ets and satteringproesses. After this phase, the partile distribution funtions of individualspeies are approximately of the formn(~p) = 1exp(u�p� + �)=T � 1 ����p0=! ; (65)where u� denotes the plasma four-veloity, T the temperature and � thehemial potential. At intermediate times, these quantities are still spae-time dependent. Only at later times, the temperature and the four-veloityof the di�erent speies equilibrate to eah other and the hemial potentialsapproah an equilibrium onsistent with the onserved harges of the system.Similarly, in eletroweak baryogenesis the ow ansatz is ful�lled reasonablywell everywhere while the orret equilibrium is only attained away fromthe wall. Furthermore, it is usually also a good assumption in eletroweakbaryogenesis to use the same temperature for di�erent speies. This is owedto the speial struture of the CP-violating soure5.5In the alulation of the wall veloity this would be a poor approximation [48℄.



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 27Before we solve the Boltzmann equations using this ansatz, we disussin a little bit more detail the onnetion to the Kadano�-Baym equationsof setion 2. In the Kadano�-Baym equations, the distribution funtions foranti-partiles are given by the negative frequeny part using the identi�ation�n(p0) = �n(�p0)� 1 : (66)Hene anti-partiles ome in the ow ansatz (65) with the same four-veloityand temperature but opposite hemial potential, as it should be. Of ourse,in the presene of CP violation small deviations between the hemial poten-tials and veloities of partiles and anti-partiles an arise. Another impor-tant point is how to onnet the CP-violating fore to the system of Boltz-mann equations. The Boltzmann equations do not ontain the full Dirastruture of the Kadano�-Baym approah but only parametrize the systemby four densities of (pseudo-) partiles. Typially these are hosen to beleft-/right-hiral partiles/anti-partiles. In ontrast in the Kadano�-Baymapproah, spin is a onserved quantum number. In order to translate thesemi-lassial fore (48) into the hirality basis, the fore is transformed intomFz ' 12 jm2j0 � sign(pz)2! (jm2j�0)0 ; (67)where opposite signs apply for left/right-hiral densities and partiles/anti-partiles respetively. Stritly speaking this identi�ation is only true forhighly-relativisti partiles, but we will see below that it reprodues (in lead-ing order in wall veloity) the orret deviation from equilibrium in terms ofvetor and axial urrents.Using the ow ansatz, di�erent moments of the transport equation (64)an then be taken in order to redue the Boltzmann type equation to adi�usion type equation. This leads to the relationshpzi �0 + 
p2z� u0z + hmFziuz = holl:i ;
p2z� �0 + 
p3z� u0z + hpzmFziuz = hpz oll:i ; (68)where uz is in leading order given by the ow of the bakground (that equalsthe wall veloity far away from the wall). We used the fat that the owterm and the fore ful�ll the relations d!=dpz = pz=! and d!=dz = mFz=!what ensures that the two derivative terms ating on the energy ! aneleah other 6.6In priniple there arises an additional term from derivatives ating on the term sign(pz)but these turn out to be negligible [49℄.



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 28The moments are usually de�ned ashXi = 1N Z d3p 1! dnd� X ; (69)with a normalization to a fermioni massless degree of freedom in equilibriumN = Z d3pdnfd� ����m=�=uz=0 : (70)In the following we linearize the system in the hemial potentials and theow veloities. In leading order ertain moments are then related by Lorentzboosts, e.g. hpzi ' �uz � where � � h!i denotes the statistial fator that is1 (2) for massless fermions (bosons) for a plasma at rest. Furthermore hp2ziis in leading order 1=3 of the pressure in the plasma and hp3zi ' �3uz hp2z!i.Next onsider the ollision terms. The ollision integral in the seondequation is dominated by elasti satteringshpz oll:i ' ��ela(u� �u) ; (71)(notie that �ela has dimension three aording to this de�nition). The fun-tion �u denotes the ow veloity of the bakground the speies mostly satterswith and it is often assumed that this is given by the wall veloity that de-sribes the ow far away from the wall, �u ' vw. Notie that this approxima-tion is in priniple not onsistent with the arguments of energy-momentumonservation disussed in se. 2.3. Still, as long as the bakground representsa large number of degrees of freedom, this approximation is reasonable.The ollision term in the �rst equation enodes the partile hanginginterations. These are of the formholl:i ' �inelaXi i�i ; (72)with i some integer onstants and the subsript i labels the speies of thehemial potentials �i. One of these interations onstitutes the sphaleronrate that �nally biases the baryon number. Both sphaleron rates, strong andeletroweak, are non-perturbative and annot be reovered from the ollisionterm as given in (25). They have to be added by hand to the network oftransport equations.



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 29Finally, onsider the fores in the di�usion equation. The CP-onservingfore drives the ow of the partiles and anti-partiles equally away fromequilibrium hmFziuz ' 12 jm2j0 h1i vw � S� : (73)but does not have a large impat on the hemial potentials. The CP-violating fore on the other hand ontributes mostly to the equation involvingthe hemial potentialhpzmFzi uz ' 12(jm2j�0)0 hjpzj=!i vw � Su : (74)In partiular, the CP-violating fore omes with di�erent signs for the left-and right-hiral �elds suh that it has only an impat on the axial urrentas found in the Kadano�-Baym approah. Besides, it vanishes expliitly forstati walls.This system of equations an be brought to the form of a di�usion equa-tion by negleting terms that are seond order in the veloities in the seondequation. This gives (u� �u) ' 1�ela �
p2z��0 + Su� : (75)Negleting derivatives ating on the averages and using this in (68) yieldsD�00 + vw��0 + S� + SD = holl:i ; (76)where we de�ned the di�usion onstantD = hp2zi2�ela ; (77)and the CP-violating soure of the form SD = S 0u=�ela. However, there is noneed for these additional approximations and the linear di�erential equations(68) an be easily solved numerially.In onlusion, the system of transport equations an after linearizationin the veloities and the hemial potentials be brought to the form�z�Jz� +XA;� �inelaA A�A��� = 0 ; (78)



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 30and �z�T zz� + �ela� (u� � vw) = S�; (79)where the indies � and � run over all partile speies and hiralities and theindex A over all interations. The term �Jz denotes the urrent of partilesminus antipartiles and the expression �z�Jz represents all three terms onthe left hand side of the �rst equation of (68). Likewise, the term �T zzdenotes the zz omponent of the energy momentum tensor of the partilesminus antipartiles and the expression �z�T zz� represents the �rst two termsof the seond equation in (68). On the other hand, the CP-violating ontri-bution of the fore is treated as a soure S�. �ela� represents elasti satteringrates while �inelaA stands for the partile number hanging interations thatinvolve the hemial potentials ��. The vetors A� represent whih partilespartiipate in a spei� interation.A onserved urrent an be represented by a vetor d�. In this ase allinterations have to preserve the urrent, P� �d� = 0, and the urrentshould be unsoured, P� d�S� = 0. An example for onserved quantities areeletri harge in the broken phase or baryon number if the weak sphaleronproess is negleted.3.2 A simple di�usion networkIn order to determine the �nal baryon asymmetry, one has to set up a setof transport equations that ontains all relevant degrees of freedom. Thesphaleron rate will be one of the smallest interation rates in the this systemsuh that is suÆes to neglet bakreations and determine the net baryonnumber from the left-handed partile density as desribed in the beginningof appendix A.In our toy model the CP-violating soure is in the top setor suh thatwe �rst onsider all fast interation rates involving the tops. These are theYukawa interations with the Higgs, the eletroweak interations with theW-bosons and the strong sphaleron rate that involves all quarks. In thebroken phase the Higgs vev indues hiral ips between left- and right-handedtops and also Higgs deay into W-bosons. The relevant partile hanging



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 31interation rates are [34, 50℄ tL $ tR + h : �y ' 4:2� 10�3 T ;tL $ tR : �m ' m2t63T ;tL + bL + 4uL $ tR + bR + 4uR : �ss ' 4:9� 10�4T ;h$ 2W : �h ' m2W50T : (80)where uL and uR olletively denote the left- and right-handed light quarks.Next, the elasti sattering rates of the Higgs and the top have to spe-i�ed. These are usually given in terms of the di�usion onstants as de�nedin (77) and alulated in [26, 27, 51, 52, 53℄ and [31℄Dq � 6T ; Dh � 20T : (81)The Higgs and W-bosons deay quikly in the broken phase suh thatnegleting their hemial potential does not have a large impat on the �nalbaryon asymmetry. A detailed analysis onerning this point an be foundin [49℄. Furthermore, the interations with the W-bosons are rather fast suhthat left-handed up and down quarks have similar hemial potentials. Theright-handed bottom and the light quarks are only soured by the strongsphaleron rate and otherwise interat only with very small Yukawa intera-tions. Hene, the hemial potential of the light right-handed quarks equalsthe one of the right-handed bottom quark while the light left-handed quarkshave the opposite hemial potential.Up to this point, the remaining degrees of freedom are the left-handedtop and bottom quark with hemial potential �q, and the right-handed topand bottom quarks denoted �t and �b respetively. The light right-handedquarks have the same hemial potential as the right-handed bottom quark,�b and the light left-handed quarks the opposite hemial potential.Conservation of baryon number then relates these hemial potentials as(�t + 1)�q + �b + �t�t = 0 : (82)The light quarks anel in this equation sine left- and right-handed partileshave opposite hemial potentials. We also neglet the bottom masses, �b =�0 = 1. The hemial potential of the right-handed bottom an then be



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 32eliminated in the remaining network. For example, the strong sphaleronouples to the ombination2�q � �t � 9�b = (9�t + 11)�q + (9�t � 1)�t : (83)In the �rst line, the term �9�b represents the nine light quark hiralities in-luding the right-handed bottom. Ultimately, the left-handed baryon hem-ial potential entering the sphaleron proess (see eq. (122) of appendix A) isgiven by �L = �q � 2�b = (3 + 2�t)�q + 2�t�t : (84)The ontribution �2�b represents the left-handed quarks of the two lightfamilies. Notie that if the top is assumed to be light, �t = 1, the ombinationof the hemial potentials that enters the weak sphaleron proess (83) isproportional to the ombination of hemial potentials that enters the strongsphaleron proess (84). Hene, in this limit the �nal baryon asymmetry issuppressed by the strong sphaleron rate [54℄.We do not quote the full set of equations here. The expliit equations for anetwork inluding the Higgs and W-boson �elds an e.g. be found in refs [49℄.The redued network without Higgs �eld has been used in ref. [55℄ and [56℄.A generalization to the two Higgs doublet model is given in ref. [57℄. Also thegeneralization to supersymmetri extensions is extensively disussed in theliterature. This inludes new damping rates [58℄ but also muh more ompli-ated di�usion networks. In many ases it is assumed that super-gauge inter-ations are in equilibrium suh that partile speies and their superpartnersshare the same hemial potential. If this assumption is relaxed, the outomeof the di�usion network depends on many more parameters as e.g. the massspetrum of all the superpartners. This an lead to very large orretion andeven to a hange in sign in the �nal baryon asymmetry [59, 60, 61℄.In the following, we present some results from [56℄. In order to providethe results as model-independent as possible, the soure in the top setor hasbeen parametrized via the mass term asmt = yt �(z) e�t(z) ;using �(z) = �2 (1 + tanh(z=`w)) ;�t(z) = ��t2 (1 + tanh(z=`w)) : (85)



3 ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS: A TOY MODEL 33The �nal asymmetry is then proportional to the hange in the top massphase during the phase transition, ��t. Otherwise, it only depends on thedimensionless quantities �=T and `w T.Figure 3 shows the required hange in the top mass phase during the phasetransition ��t in order to reprodue the observed baryon asymmetry. Thebaryon asymmetry is very sensitive to the strength of the phase transition,�=T. Furthermore, as expeted a larger wall thikness redues the produedasymmetry. For phase transitions that barely ful�ll the baryon washoutriterion, � ' T, a hange of phase of order ��t & 0:3� 0:6 is required forrealisti wall thiknesses, `w T ' 2� 8.
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Figure 3: The plots show the required hange in the top mass phase during thephase transition ��t in order to reprodue the observed baryon asymmetry. Inthe upper plot the wall thikness in terms of the temperature is kept onstant,while in the bottom plot the wall thikness in terms of the ritial vev is keptonstant. The plots are adapted from ref. [56℄.



4 MODELS 354 ModelsThe ruial ingredients of eletroweak baryogenesis are a strongly �rst-orderphase transition and an appropriate soure of CP violation.A strong eletroweak phase transition is needed for several reasons. First,the nuleated bubbles during the �rst-order phase transition are the sourethat drives the plasma loally out of equilibrium and failitates the establish-ing of sizable CP-violating urrents. Seond, the baryon number violatingsphaleron proesses have to be suÆiently suppressed after the phase transi-tion in order to avoid the washout of the just produed baryon asymmetry.This leads to a onstraint on the Higgs vev � and the phase transition tem-perature T of the form (see se. A for a short derivation of this bound)�T > 1:1 : (86)In the Standard Model, it is well known that a �rst-order phase transitionis exluded for Higgs masses beyond roughly the W-boson mass [62℄. Toful�ll the washout riterion (86), a Higgs mass below � 40 GeV would evenbe neessary. This is in ontrast to the Higgs mass bound from LEP ofmH > 114 GeV. Generally, a strong phase transition ful�lling (86) requireseither an extended salar setor or at least new degrees of freedom that arestrongly oupled to the Higgs.In eletroweak baryogenesis, an appropriate soure of CP violation hasto be in the form of a omplex mass matrix that hanges during the phasetransition suh that a hiral ux is generated lose to the bubble wall. This isahieved by oupling the orresponding partiles to a vev that onstitutes thenuleating bubbles of the phase transition. In many ases this vev arises fromthe physial Higgs �eld but more ompliated salar setors tend to inreasethe prospets of eletroweak baryogenesis. This is beause the masses of theStandard Model fermions are proportional to the Higgs vev. Comparisonwith the soures in (48) then shows that CP violation is absent. Heneeither the masses of the Standard model fermions need to be modi�ed or anew fermioni partile is responsible for the CP-violating ux. In the latterase, the CP-violating ux has to ultimately bias the sphaleron rate. Henethis new degree of freedom is in many models harged under SU(2)L.At the same time, these new features an leave traes in ollider and lowenergy probes. One major onstraint omes hereby from eletri dipole mo-ments that onstrain new soures of CP violation. Often the indued eletri



4 MODELS 36dipole moments arise only at two loop. Still, urrent bounds on the eletronEDM, de < 1:05� 10�27 e m [63℄, and neutron EDM, dn < 2:9� 10�26 e m[64℄, heavily onstrain realisti models of eletroweak baryogenesis. Also thenew degrees of freedom responsible for a strong phase transition an havemeasurable impliations. The prime example for this is the Minimal Su-persymmetri Standard Model (MSSM) where only light right-handed stopsan yield a suÆiently strong phase transition. Suh light stops would beopiously produed at the LHC what leads to additional onstraints.In the following we disuss several models in whih eletroweak baryogene-sis is feasible. We start with relatively simple models with higher dimensionaloperators and the two Higgs doublet model in whih the semi-lassial foreis operative. Then we disuss the MSSM and its extensions that requires amore sophistiated treatment of CP violation from avor mixing.4.1 The Standard Model with a low uto�From a bottom-up perspetive, the minimal approah to extensions of theStandard Model is to insist on the partile ontent of the Standard Modeland only extend the Lagrangian by higher dimensional operators. Sine ele-troweak baryogenesis requires sizable deviations from the Standard Model ataround the weak sale, the suppression of the higher-dimensional operatorsand the physial uto� of the theory annot be muh larger in this framework. Still, the higher dimensional operators an have an important im-pat on the phase transition, provide new soures of CP violation and makeeletroweak baryogenesis a viable option.4.1.1 Phase transitionThe leading operator that modi�es the Higgs potential is of the form (�y�)3,suh that the salar potential of the Higgs vev � readsV (�) = �2�2 + ��4 + 1�2�6 : (87)The new sale � is the uto� of the theory where new degrees of freedombeome relevant or at least strong oupling phenomena our. This formof potential an lead to a strong phase transition already in the mean-�eldapproximation where temperature e�ets only ontribute to the quadratiHiggs term, �VT '  T 2�2. The barrier is then produed by balaning a



4 MODELS 37negative quarti term, � < 0, with the positive �6 operator [65, 66℄. Theritial temperature is thenT 2 = �4m4H + 2�2m2H�40 � 3�8016 �2�40 ; (88)where the parameters � and � have been expressed in terms of the physialHiggs mass mH and the observed Higgs vev �0 ' 246 GeV. The ritial vevis given by �2 = 32�20 � m2H�22�20 : (89)There is also an upper limit on � where the phase transition beomes seondorder and a lower bound from the fat that the broken phase is the globalminimum at T = 0. As usual an inrease in the Higgs mass makes the phasetransition weaker. The washout riterion (86) translates into an upper boundon �. In the full one-loop analysis, the values are [66℄� . 800GeV; mH = 125GeV ;� . 900GeV; mH = 115GeV : (90)A peuliar feature of the model seems to be that the oeÆient of the quar-ti � is negative. However, a negative quarti an arise quite naturally ine�etive ations, for example when a heavy salar is integrated out [65℄.4.1.2 Eletroweak baryogenesisEletroweak baryogenesis was onsidered for this model in [55℄. As an addi-tional eÆient soure of CP violation served a dimension-six oupling betweenthe Higgs � and the up-quarksL 3 xij�2CP (�y�)�qi� uj + h:: ; (91)in ombination with the usual Yukawa ouplingL 3 yij �qi� uj + h:: ; (92)The resulting fermion masses during the phase transition readmij = yij �p2 + xij �3p8�2CP ; (93)
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4 MODELS 39omes hereby from the relation between � and the ritial Higgs vev �. Thesemi-lassial fore (67) is proportional to �2 via the top mass and anotherfator �2 stems from the hange in the phase (94). Besides, the wall thikness`w tends to be smaller for stronger phase transitions and hene lower valuesof �. For =(xt) . 1, and imposing the observed baryon asymmetry impliesthe bound �CP ' � < 650 GeV.4.1.3 Collider and low energy probes of the modelSine the model does not ontain any new degrees of freedom, no spetaularsignatures are expeted at olliders. Still, the higher dimensional operatorsan lead to measurable deviations from the Standard Model.In onnetion to the phase transition, the new operator �6 is the essentialingredient. The main ollider trae of this new operator is a deviation of theself-ouplings of the Higgs in terms of the Higgs mass [65℄. The deviationsfrom the Standard model ouplings read� = 3m2H�0 + 6�30�2 ; � = 3m2H�20 + 36�20�2 ; (95)where � (�) denote the ubi (quarti) self-oupling of the Higgs �eld. Thedeviations are pronouned for small Higgs mass, e.g. � ' 2�SM formH = 125GeV and � = 650 GeV. Still, the disovery of a deviation of this size requiresa linear ollider [65℄. However, in ombination with EDM bounds, viablebaryogenesis requires an even stronger phase transition what makes evenlarger deviations in the Higgs setor neessary. This is disussed next.The new soure of CP violation gives potentially muh stronger boundsin light of observed limits on avor hanging neutral urrents. However,these bounds are more model dependent and in partiular hinge on the a-vor struture xij of the new operator (91). Flavor hanging neutral urrentspotentially arise, beause the mass term (93) is not proportional to the ou-pling between the Higgs and the fermionsYij = yij 1p2 + xij 3v2p8�2CP : (96)If the ouplings xij were random numbers of order unity, large deviations inthe �rst two quark families ould be observed. For example, the operator(91) would a�et K � �K mixing [55℄ what implies a bound �CP & 107 GeV.
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4 MODELS 41If the Higgs is rather light (mH ' 125 GeV), this partiular set of parameterswill be tested in the near future. The ubi oupling is enhaned by a fator� 3 ompared to the Standard Model what ould even be in reah for thehigh luminosity LHC. Furthermore, the next generation of neutron EDMmeasurements (assuming an improvement of fator 10 in sensitivity) anrule out this model of eletroweak baryogenesis.4.2 Low uto�: Singlet extensionThe best motivation for extensions of the Standard Model with a low ut-o� omes from omposite Higgs models. In omposite Higgs models, thelight spetrum of the salar setor depends on the o-set struture of thestrongly oupled setor. The degrees of freedom below the sale of strongoupling arise as bound states with pseudo-Goldstone nature. In the mini-mal model [69, 70, 71℄ the Higgs is the pseudo-Goldstone boson of the thebreaking pattern SO(5)! SO(4) where SO(4) represents the ustodial sym-metry of the Higgs setor. In non-minimal models an extended salar setorappears at low temperatures. In the following we disuss the model withthe breaking pattern SO(6)! SO(5) that serves as a UV ompletion of thesinglet extension of the Standard Model with a low uto� [72℄.From a phenomenologial point of view, eletroweak baryogenesis an bemore easily realized in this model than in the Standard Model with a lowuto�. First, the phase transition an be strong already with a renormaliz-able salar potential and in the mean-�eld approximation and does not relyon higher dimensional operators at all. Seond, the leading soure of CPviolation arises already at dimension �ve. This allows to push the uto� to afew TeV what is advantageous in view of avor physis. Last, the dominantontribution to EDM onstraints stem from a mixing between the Higgs andthe additional singlet degree of freedom. As long as this mixing is small,urrent onstraints from low energy probes are easily ful�lled.4.2.1 Phase transitionAs mentioned before, the phase transition an be already strong in mean-�eldapproximation with only renormalizable operators in the salar potential.Interestingly, this is even true if a Z2-symmetry is imposed on the singlet,



4 MODELS 42s! �s. Consider the following potential at the ritial temperature:V jT=T = �4 ��2 + s2�2=s2 � �2�2 + �4�2s2 : (98)The variables � and s denote the Higgs and singlet vev and � and s theorresponding values of the vevs in the SU(2)L and Z2-breaking phases atthe ritial temperature. The �rst term onstitutes a Mexian hat potentialwith a at diretion that onnets the SU(2)L-breaking with the Z2-breakingphase. The seond term lifts this at diretion and reates a barrier betweenthe two degenerate minima of the potential.Thermal orretions in the mean-�eld approximation an be added to thispotential via �VT = 12(� �2 + s s2)(T 2 � T 2 ) ; (99)where the two oeÆients � and s read [73℄� = 148 h9g2 + 3g02 + 12y2t + 24�+ 4p��s + 2�i ;s = 112 h3�s + 4p��s + 2�i ; (100)and we de�ned �s = ��4=s4. In total the model has four free parameters thatan be �xed using the observed Higgs vev � = 246 GeV, the Higgs mass, thesinglet mass and the ritial temperature. A lower bound on the singlet massresults from the requirement of a �rst-order phase transition (� > 0) whilean upper bound on the singlet mass arises from the requirement that theSU(2)L-broken phase is the global minimum at T = 0. Detailed plots aregiven in [73℄ and also in [74℄. For �xed Higgs and singlet masses, the ritialtemperature an always be redued down to the point where the systembeomes very strong, �=T � a few.In fat, the phase transition proeeds in two stages in this model: Atvery high temperatures, the singlet vev as well as the Higgs vev vanish andneither the eletroweak SU(2)L nor the Z2 symmetry are broken. At lowertemperatures the singlet develops a vev that breaks the Z2 symmetry. De-pending on the parameters, this proess an happen at several hundred GeVand is probably rather a ross over than a phase transition. At this stage,domain walls are generated. However, the domain walls are harmless to bigbang nuleosynthesis sine they disappear in the next stage when the systemtransits from the Z2-breaking phase to the eletroweak breaking one.



4 MODELS 434.2.2 Eletroweak baryogenesisIn ontrast to the Standard Model with a low uto�, its singlet extensionalready has a powerful soure of CP violation at dimension �veL 3 xij�CP s�qi� uj + h:: ; (101)The resulting fermion masses during the phase transition readmij = yij �p2 + xij s �p2�CP ; (102)what again leads to a CP-violating semi-lassial fore if there are relativeomplex phases between yij and xij. Following the rationale of the StandardModel with low uto�, we fous on the top setor. The hange of the phaseof the top mass is of order ��t ' =(xt) s�CP ; (103)where xt denotes again the oupling in the mass eigenbasis of the quarks.Compared to the minimal model with uto�, the singlet extension has severalnie features in view of baryogenesis. First, the phase transition an be ratherstrong without oming into onit with a low uto�. Next, the hange ofphase (103) is only suppressed by one power of � what makes baryogenesisin this model easier ompatible with a uto� � � 2 � 3 TeV. With suh ahigh uto�, it is e.g. possible to solve the avor problem using the 5D GIMmehanism in spei� realizations of the omposite Higgs mehanism [75℄.Furthermore, the singlet vev is in priniple expeted7 to be larger than theHiggs what further inreases the soure (103). Some numerial results areshown in Fig. 6. Eletroweak baryogenesis an be viable for ��t & 1 whattranslates into the bound �CP < a few TeV.Notie that if the salar potential is ompletely Z2 symmetri the baryonasymmetry is suppressed. As mentioned above, domain walls are generatedat intermediate sales where the singlet vev breaks the Z2 spontaneously. Atthis stage the Universe is divided into regions with positive/negative singletvev. These regions produe opposite baryon numbers during the eletroweakphase transition. In order to avoid this problem, the Z2 has to be slightlybroken. Already a very small breaking leads to a disappearane of the domainwalls and preserves the baryon asymmetry [56℄.75D realizations of the omposite Higgs require a slight tuning to make the eletroweaksale and hene the Higgs vev small [70℄.
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4 MODELS 464.3 Two-Higgs-doublet modelIn the two Higgs doublet (THD) model, all neessary ingredients of ele-troweak baryogenesis are present, even if only renormalizable operators areonsidered. The most general salar potential readsV (�1;�2) = ��21�y1�1 � �22�y2�2 � �23 �ei��y1�2 + h::�+12�1(�y1�1)2 + 12�2(�y2�2)2 + 12�3(�y2�2)(�y1�1)+�4j�y1�2j2 + 12�5 �(�y1�2)2 + h::� : (104)The potential ontains two omplex (potentially CP-violating) ouplings�3ei� and �5. Following the onventions of [57℄, we hoose �5 to be realsuh that � parametrizes CP violation in the salar setor. As we will see inthe next setion, the omplexity of the salar potential is also high enoughto provide a strong �rst-order phase transition.4.3.1 Phase transitionIn priniple there are two regimes in parameter spae with a strong �rst-order phase transition. The �rst one is similar to the ase disussed in thesinglet extension of setion 4.2. The phase transition again proeeds in twosteps, but unlike in the singlet extension, already this �rst phase transitionbreaks the eletroweak symmetry in the THD model. This implies that forviable eletroweak baryogenesis, this �rst phase transition has to be strongly�rst-order, whih is not so easily ahieved. We hene dismiss this possibilityof a two-stage phase transition in the following.The reason that the phase transition an be muh stronger than in theStandard Model is two-fold. The �rst is that both Higgs doublets aquire avev after the phase transition and the form of the potential implies that theratio tan� of these two vevsh�1i = ( 0; h1ei�1 ) ; h�2i = ( 0; h2ei�2 ) ; tan� � h1=h2 ; (105)is not onstant during the phase transition. The potential in terms of thevev �2 = h21+h22 is hene not neessarily polynomial and eventually developsa barrier between the two minima at the ritial temperature. The seondreason is that the salar potential has enough free parameters to deouple
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Figure 8: Lines of onstant � = �=T and `w as a funtion of the two salarmasses mh and mH and for �3 = 100 GeV and � = 0. Plot adapted from [57℄.the Higgs mass from the quarti oupling, that in the Standard Model arerelated by m2h = 2��20. It is hene possible to obtain a strong phase transitionfrom the thermal ubi ontributions to the e�etive potential and to satisfyat the same time the LEP bound of mh > 114 GeV.Overall, relatively strong phase transitions, � = �=T & 1:5; `wT . 10,are possible for a Higgs mass above the LEP bound [76, 77, 57, 78℄. Someexamples are shown in Fig. 8.4.3.2 Eletroweak baryogenesisThe most general THD model with Yukawa ouplings of fermions to all twoHiggs �elds su�ers from avor hanging neutral urrents already on tree level.To avoid this problem, usually an additional Z2 symmetry is invoked thatallows to ouple the fermions only to one of the two doublets�1 ! ��1 ; d! �d ; (106)



4 MODELS 48where depending on the sign in the down setor the THD models type I andtype II result, respetively. Notie that the omplex phase � in the potential(104) breaks this symmetry expliitly suh that eletroweak baryogenesis isnot possible if this symmetry is also imposed on the salar setor.As before, the main soure of baryogenesis omes from the top setor andthe orresponding Yukawa oupling is of the formL 3 yt �Q3�2t : (107)The CP-violating soure omes in this model not from the interplay betweentwo operators that both ontribute to the top mass, but from the hange ofthe omplex phase �2 in the Higgs �eld that ouples to the topmt = ytp2h2ei�2 : (108)The hange of �2 during the phase transition is hereby indued by the de-pendene of the salar potential on the relative phase �� = (�1 � �2)=2that arises in the ontributions involving �.In [57℄ a part of the parameter spae of the THD model is analyzedunder the assumption that tan � does not hange during the phase transition.However, using this assumption an lead to over-estimating the present CPviolation as detailed in [79℄. The reason is the following: The kineti termsof the Higgs �elds oming from the phases yields in the e�etive ation forthe vevs the ontributionsS 3 12(�01)2h21 + 12(�02)2h22= 12(�0)2(h21 + h22) + 12(��0)2(h21 + h22) + ��0�0(h21 � h22) ; (109)where we de�ned the average phase � = (�1 +�2)=2 and the relative phase�� = (�1 � �2)=2. Sine the e�etive potential does not depend on theaverage phase �, one �nds (using the equations of motion)�0 = �h21 � h22h21 + h22��0 : (110)Reinserting this into the kineti term givesS 3 (��0)2 h21h22h21 + h22 : (111)



4 MODELS 49and for the individual phases�01 = 2h22h21 + h22��0 ; �02 = �2h21h21 + h22��0 : (112)From this it follows that CP violation in the top setor vanishes if one ofthe vevs vanishes in the trajetory during the phase transition (for h2 = 0the top mass vanishes while for h1 = 0 the phase �2 is onstant and nosemi-lassial fore is present). On the other hand, one an always make abasis hoie where only one of the Higgs �elds has a vev in the broken phase.If a onstant tan� was imposed in this basis, CP violation would be absent.So the assumption of onstant tan � is not only a basis dependent statementbut also of major importane for CP violation. Furthermore, this argumentshows that the baryon asymmetry should be suppressed in the limit of verylarge or very small tan�.Numerially, the study [57℄ found that a baryon asymmetry a few timeslarger than the observed one is possible in this setup. In ontrast, the analysis[79℄ additionally implemented (very strit) onstraints on Z ! b�b and foundgenerially a smaller baryon asymmetry.4.3.3 Collider and low energy probes of the modelThe THD model and its ollider phenomenology is widely studied in theliterature (for a reent review see [80℄). In the ontext of eletroweak baryo-genesis the main signatures are again the eletron and neutron EDMs butalso the masses of the additional Higgses that have a large impat on thestrength of the eletroweak phase transition.The study [76℄ found in agreement with [57℄ that for �xed Higgs massmh stronger phase transitions an be obtained espeially if the additionalHiggses are rather heavy. As explained in [57℄, this arises from the fat thatthe larger masses stem from larger quarti ouplings and hene orrespondsnot to a deoupling of the additional Higgses. On the other hand, the quartiouplings are not so essential for ollider searhes and EDM onstraints suhthat in this limit eletroweak baryogenesis is rather unonstrained in theTHD model. The limiting fator in this regime is that one wants to preserveperturbativity of the quarti ouplings.As mentioned before, additional onstraints ome from Z ! b�b. Themain deviation from the Standard Model stems from the loop ontributionsof the harged Higgses to this proess. In general, this drives the model to



4 MODELS 50larger masses of the harged Higgses and to larger tan �. This is problematifor eletroweak baryogenesis, sine large values of tan � suppress the CP-violating semi-lassial fore. In [79℄ very strit bounds on this proess (i.e.66% C.L.) have been implemented what has a large impat on the �nalbaryon asymmetry. If this onstraint is treated more permissively (e.g. with95% C.L.) the orresponding bound is not so relevant and tan� is relativelyunonstrained.4.3.4 SummaryEletroweak baryogenesis is a viable option in the THD model. Without tun-ing the model allows for a strong �rst-order phase transition and suÆientCP violation in the salar setor onsistent with EDMs and ollider probes.The main disadvantage of the model is that it does not have many bene�tsbeyond eletroweak baryogenesis. In partiular, the hierarhy problem re-mains unsolved and avor issues annot be solved by a disrete symmetry inthe ases where eletroweak baryogenesis is possible.Over all, an improvement of the measurement of the neutron EDM by afator around ten an exlude eletroweak baryogenesis in the THD model.4.4 MSSMThe minimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM) is one of the mostwidely studied models today and one of the biggest ontenders for the ques-tion how the large hierarhy between the eletroweak and the Plank salean be explained.The analysis of eletroweak baryogenesis is in the MSSM very di�erentompared to other models. First of all, there is no CP violation in thesalar potential and the top setor (beyond the CKM CP violation of theSM), suh the CP violation has to arise from a di�erent soure than in theases disussed so far. In addition, it is not easy to obtain a strongly �rst-order phase transition in this setup. In partiular, the ratio �=T even inmost optimisti senarios barely ful�lls the washout bound (86) and the wallthikness is rather large, `wT ' 20. This leads to a situation where thesemi-lassial fore falls short to explain the observed baryon asymmetry.Hene eletroweak baryogenesis in the MSSM has to be based on a di�erentsoure of CP violation as e.g. the mixing between di�erent harginos (andeventually neutralinos) that an be resonantly enhaned.



4 MODELS 51A more extensive reent review of eletroweak baryogenesis in the MSSMis given in Ref. [81℄ and we just present a short overview of the main pointshere.4.4.1 Phase transitionThe salar potential in the MSSM is muh more onstrained than the one ofthe general THD model. On tree level it readsV0 = m21h21 +m22h22 + 2m23h1h2 + g2 + g028 �h21 � h22�2 : (113)With this potential the mass of the lightest Higgs bosons is onstrained tobe below the Z-boson mass. This is not ompatible with the bounds fromLEP and alls for large one-loop ontributions to the Higgs massV1 =X ni64�2m4i �log m2iQ2 � 32� : (114)The dominant ontributions to the Higgs mass ome hereby from the tops andstops that have Yukawa ouplings of order one and the masses, mt = yth2,M2~t = � m2Q + y2t h22 yt(Ath2 � �h1)yt(Ath2 � �h1) m2U + y2t h22 � ; (115)where mU , mQ and At are soft supersymmetry breaking terms and � stemsfrom a term in the superpotential of form W 3 �H1 �H2 . In order to obtaina Higgs mass mh � 125 GeV, at least one of the stops has to be rather heavy,m~tL > 30 TeV. This an be ahieved by either a large soft mass mQ or by alarge o�-diagonal ontribution from the At term.The seond option is not ompatible with a strongly �rst-order phasetransition as we will see in the following. As in the standard model, the po-tential barrier that is responsible for the �rst-order phase transition an onlyarise from thermal ubi terms in the e�etive potential (see appendix D).Besides the degrees of the freedom of the Standard Model, only the stops angive suh a sizable ubi term [82, 83, 84, 85, 86℄. This means in turn thatthe right-handed stop (that is less onstrained by eletroweak preision teststhan its left-handed partner) has to be very light. In partiular, a ubi termis only delivered if the mixing between the stops is small and the thermalmass of the right-handed stop is ountered by a negative soft mass, i.e.m2~tR(T ) = m2U + y2t h22 +�(T )~tR ' y2t h22 : (116)
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Figure 9: The window of strong enough phase transition, �=T > 1:0, in theHiggs mass versus light stop mass plane for the MSSM. A strong phase transitionand a Higgs mass mh ' 125 GeV an only be ahieved at the ost of a very heavyleft-handed stop, mQ � 106 TeV. Plot adapted from [87℄.Additional onstraints arise from the requirement that tan � is not too largeand that the stop do not develop a vev at low temperature what would leadto a spontaneous breaking of olor. The results of this analysis from [87℄is shown in Fig. 9. These results also have been qualitatively on�rmed inlattie alulations [88℄.4.4.2 Eletroweak baryogenesisAs alluded in setion 2.5, the determination of the baryon asymmetry in theMSSM is a ontroversial topi. One di�erene to the other models disussedso far is that CP violation does not arise in the top setor. The dominantsoure of CP violation turns out to be the harginos and neutralinos. Forexample the hargino mass an be writtenM�� = �M2 gh2gh1 � � ; (117)



4 MODELS 53where M2 and � an ontain a omplex phase.This mass matrix will lead to a soure of the semi-lassial fore typeaording to eq. (50). However, the phase transition in the MSSM is rel-atively weak [89, 90℄, �=T ' 1, `wT ' 20, suh that this soure of CPviolation is not suÆient to explain the observed baryon asymmetry oneEDM onstraints are imposed.Hene baryogenesis has to be driven by mixing e�ets in the MSSM. Para-metrially, mixing e�ets are less suppressed beause they appear already at�rst order in gradients as seen in eq. (50). The determination of the baryonasymmetry based on these mixing e�ets is to ertain extent still an openissue. The mass insertion formalism yields very large baryon asymmetry [41℄but su�ers from oneptual problems (see se. 2.6). Part of these problemsan be overome by resumming Higgs insertions [42℄ but also in this frame-work some issues onerning �niteness of the results and how transport isestablished remains. Coneptually the leanest way to takle this problem isto use the �rst priniple approah in the Kadano�-Baym framework. Thiswas done in the analysis [24℄ that partiularly highlighted the importane ofavor osillations. But also in this study many simplifying assumptions havebeen used. Namely, the oherent o�-diagonal densities have been assumedto be small. In partiular, all ontributions that are nominally seond orderin gradients have been negleted. If these ontributions are really small isnot so lear sine resonant e�ets an beome important when the osillationlength is lose to the wall thikness [20℄. Naively, this resonane ondition isfor the MSSM harginos only ful�lled for rather hard modes (that are sparsein the plasma) but this does not guarantee that the resonane an give alarge enhanement of the baryon asymmetry.But there are also some features that are shared by all approahes. Forexample the baryon asymmetry is suppressed when the harginos are notalmost mass degenerate or have a mass muh larger than the temperature.This is seen in Fig. 10 that shows the regions of viable baryogenesis as afuntion of the two hargino mass parameters. A seletion of quantitativeresults of hargino driven baryogenesis in the MSSM is olleted in Table 1.Beyond theses studies, neutralino [91℄ or stop driven [92℄ baryogenesis wasonsidered for the MSSM in the literature. Neutralinos have the advantagethat they do not su�er from as large EDM onstraints as harginos but alsoare somewhat less eÆient in produing the baryon asymmetry [91℄.
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Figure 10: Contours of the regions with viable baryogenesis as a funtion ofthe two hargino mass parameters M2 and �. In the blak region the baryonasymmetry is larger than observed. Plot adapted from [24℄.paper method �=�obs[41℄ (2000) mass insertion formalism; no Higgs re-summation � 35[42℄ (2002) mass insertion formalism; inludingHiggs resummation � 10[43℄ (2004) mass insertion formalism; no Higgsresummation; more realisti di�usionnetwork � 140[24℄ (2005) Kadano�-Baym formalism; avor osil-lations; assumes the adiabati regime � 3:5Table 1: The largest possible baryon asymmetry for almost mass degenerateharginos and a maximal CP-violating phase.4.4.3 Collider and low energy probes of the modelIn the ontext of eletroweak baryogenesis, the MSSM provides some speialsignatures. The �rst lass of signals omes from the new soure of CP viola-tion in the hargino setor. Sine the harginos annot be muh heavier than
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Figure 11: Contours of the eletron and neutron EDMs as funtions of the twohargino mass parameters and for a maximal CP phase. Plot adapted from [93℄.the eletroweak sale in eletroweak baryogenesis, this leads to Barr-Zee typeontributions to the neutron and eletron EDMs that are sizable and an bealready in onit with experimental bounds. Furthermore, the dependeneof the eletron EDM on tan� and the hargino masses is quite similar tothe dependene of the baryon asymmetry [93, 94, 95℄ (see Fig. 11). Thisimplies that the omplex phase in the hargino setor annot be larger thanarg(��M2) . 0:05. This exludes hargino driven eletroweak baryogenesisin the MSSM in the most onservative approahes (see Table 1).The seond lass of onstraints is onneted to the requirement of a strong�rst-order phase transition. The most severe is hereby the ourrene of stopslose to the LEP bound [96, 97, 98℄. More reently, diret searhes at LHCare sensitive to light stops suh that this is only viable if stop deays areonealed through neutralino states with similar mass or some alternativemehanism [87℄. Still, the light stops would have a large impat on theHiggs searh. In partiular, they inrease the loop-indued Higgs produtionrate by gluon fusion by a fator 2 to 3. Besides, light stops lead to a reduedbranhing ratio for Higgs to di-photons due to a destrutive interferene withthe dominant W-boson loop. Overall, light stops lead to an enhanement ofthe rate gg ! H ! V V and a slight redution of the rate gg ! H ! 



4 MODELS 56ompared to the Standard Model. This produes a tension with the urrentdata from Higgs searhes [99, 100, 101℄ that an be partially relaxed byfurther assumptions about the partile spetrum [87℄.4.4.4 SummaryEletroweak baryogenesis in the MSSM is an appealing senario beause theMSSM is the minimal setup that solves the hierarhy problem in a perturba-tive framework. A Higgs mass ofmh � 125 GeV produes a tension with min-imal supersymmetri models, partiularly when a strongly �rst-order phasetransition is demanded. This requires in addition very light stops right abovethe LEP bound. That these states have been missed at LHC so far is possiblebut only in ase of peuliar masses for the partiles that appear in the deayhain of the stops [87℄. Also the EDM onstraints are generially in onitwith hargino driven eletroweak baryogenesis. So either other soures ofCP violation (e.g. neutralinos) have to be utilized or the EDMs are smallbeause of a anellation of di�erent ontributions.In summary, there remains a region of parameter spae in the MSSM inwhih eletroweak baryogenesis is still viable. Still, this possibility appearsrather ontrived with several requirements arising in di�erent setors. How-ever, the most onstraining requirements an be traed bak to the fat thatHiggs masses of mh � 125 GeV are not easily realized in the MSSM. In ex-tensions of the MSSM where the Higgs mass is ahieved more naturally, alsothe prospets of eletroweak baryogenesis are muh better. This is expliitlyseen in the next model.4.5 Next-to-MSSMThe main aim of singlet extensions of the MSSM is two-fold. First, the �-problem of the MSSM is solved. This is aomplished by adding a termof form �SH1 � H2 to the superpotential. When the singlet aquires a vevby spontaneous symmetry breaking, this operator produes an e�etive �term. Seond, additional ontributions to the lightest Higgs mass improvethe onsisteny with urrent ollider onstraints. In the following we disussa variant with only trilinear oupling to the Higgses and a linear term forthe singlet in the superpotential as done in [102, 103, 104℄. More generalmodels an lead to new phenomena as e.g. transitional CP violation [105℄ orinteresting dark matter phenomenology [106℄.



4 MODELS 574.5.1 Phase transitionIn this model the salar potential readsV0 = m21h21 +m22h22 + 2m23h1h2 + g2 + g028 �h21 � h22�2+m2ss2 + �4h21h22 + a� s h1h2 + ts s ei�s + h:: : (118)where we de�ned the vev of the salar �eld as hSi = s ei�s=p2. Here, theparameter � results from the term �SH1 �H2 in the superpotential and ts anda� are soft SUSY-breaking terms. Of speial importane is the ontribution�h21h22=4 whih lifts the D-at diretion of the MSSM and an give a sizableontribution to the lightest Higgs mass.The phase transition an beome strong due to the interplay of the singletand the Higgs vevs and does not rely on thermal loop orretions. Alreadyon tree level the model develops a �rst-order phase transition when [103℄m2s < 1~� �����2tsms � sin 2�2 msa����� ; (119)where we de�ned ~�2 � �24 sin2(2�) + g2 + g028 os2(2�) : (120)For moderate values of �, Higgs masses of order mh � 125 GeV are possibleand onsistent with a strong phase transition. However, the parameter �eventually develops a Landau pole at not too high sales what implies therough bound � < 0:7.4.5.2 Eletroweak baryogenesisEletroweak baryogenesis is easier to realize in the nMSSM than in the MSSMfor several reasons. First of all, the phase transition an be muh stronger.This gives a onsiderable enhanement in the CP-violating soure, that isvery sensitive to �=T, but also due to a redued wall thikness. Further-more, additional omplex phases in the parameters ts and a� lead to newsoures of CP violation. In partiular, the phases of the singlet and theHiggs �elds hanges during the phase transition [104, 107℄. The former leads



4 MODELS 58to an additional semi-lassial soure in the hargino setor via the modi�edhargino mass matrix M�� = � M2 gh2ei�2gh1ei�1 �� s ei�s� ; (121)but also to a soure in the top setor due to a hange in �2 during the phasetransition. These ontributions arise in the semi-lassial fore approah anddo not rely on mixing. Additional soures by mixing an be as large as inthe MSSM but sine the semi-lassial fores do not require almost massdegenerate harginos these ontributions are typially muh smaller. Thisallows for a rather reliable determination of the baryon asymmetry omparedto the MSSM.4.5.3 Collider and low energy probes of the modelCompared to the MSSM, ollider and EDM onstraints are easier to ful�llin the nMSSM. As mentioned before, the lightest Higgs an obtain sizablemass ontributions from the oupling to the singlet. However, Higgs massesof mh � 125 GeV that rely solely on this oupling lead to a Landau polein the oupling � below the GUT sale. Hene loop orretions from thestops and tops still have to be sizable and stops heavier than a TeV arerequired. Notie that light right-handed stops are not essential for a �rst-order phase transition, suh that they an have masses similar to their left-handed ounterparts.Constraints from EDM measurements are also easier to avoid than in theMSSM. One reason is that the omplex phase in the e�etive � parameter isdynami. Hene it is possible that the phase is relatively small in the brokenphase even though it varied strongly during the phase transition. Also, dueto the stronger phase transition, eletroweak baryogenesis is more eÆientand the observed baryon asymmetry an be reprodued with smaller omplexphases in the hargino setor.4.5.4 SummaryIn a probabilisti study, the ollider and mass onstraints provide quitestrong bounds on the parameters of the salar setor. However, one theseonstraints are passed, a large portion of the remaining parameter spaeleads to a strong �rst-order phase transition and viable baryogenesis in the



4 MODELS 59nMSSM [104℄. In this sense eletroweak baryogenesis is a generi feature ofthe nMSSM.4.6 Other modelsFor ompleteness we briey mentioned in this setion other models in whiheletroweak baryogenesis has been studied. This inludes the Beyond MSSMsenario [108, 109℄, the MSSM with an additionalU(1)0 gauge interation[110,111, 112℄, models with R-symmetri supersymmetry [113, 114℄, the singletMajoron model [115℄ and left-right symmetri models [116℄.



5 CONCLUSIONS 605 ConlusionsThe main ingredients of eletroweak baryogenesis are a strong �rst-orderphase transition and new soures of CP violation. For this reason, ele-troweak baryogenesis is ruled out in the SM and heavily onstrained in theMSSM. Nevertheless, in models with a more general salar setor a strong�rst-order phase transition and eletroweak baryogenesis are quite ommonfeatures.From the perspetive of eletroweak baryogenesis, these models have theadded bene�t that the determination of the baryon asymmetry is muh morerobust than in the MSSM. In most of these models, the dominant soure ofCP violation arises from a semi-lassial fore that is sensitive to the spin ofa single partile speies. In ontrast, in the MSSM the CP violation oper-ative during the phase transition arises from avor mixing in the hargino,neutralino or stop setors. This ompliates the analysis through issues thatare spei� to systems with several avors as avor osillations and resonantenhanements.Ultimately, whether eletroweak baryogenesis is a realisti senario hingeson the question if and how the hierarhy problem is solved by new physisat the eletroweak sale. The LHC disovery of a Higgs-like partile of massm = 125 GeV indiates that the MSSM an only solve the hierarhy problemat the ost of introduing a little hierarhy problem. This makes models withextended salar setors very attrative and in turn eletroweak baryogenesisa promising mehanism for explaining the observed baryon asymmetry of theUniverse.AknowledgmentsIt is a pleasure to thank my ollaborators that worked with me on ele-troweak baryogenesis and related topis, in partiular Stephan Huber, Tomis-lav Prokope and Mihael G. Shmidt. I also would like to thank ValeryRubakov for motivating me to write this review and Mathias Garny for are-fully reading the manusript and his helpful suggestions. Finally, I wouldlike to thank the orresponding authors for their permission to reprodue�gures.



A THE WEAK SPHALERON RATE 61A The weak sphaleron rateOne essential ingredient of eletroweak baryogenesis is the weak sphaleronrate 8. It ouples to the left-handed fermions and anti-fermions of the Stan-dard Model and equally violates lepton and baryon number. In the preseneof a (eventually loal) CP-asymmetry in the left-handed partile densities,the sphaleron is biased towards a net baryon number. At the same time anypre-existing baryon number di�uses as long as baryon minus lepton numberis onserved, B = L. The baryon asymmetry obeys the equation [29℄vw dnBdz = 32�ws��LT � 152 nBT 3� ; (122)where �ws is the weak sphaleron di�usion rate and �L denotes the hemialpotential of the left-handed fermions. The �nal baryon asymmetry is thengiven by integration� = nBs = 405�ws4�2vwg�T 4 Z 10 dz �L e��z ; (123)with g� ' 106:75 the e�etive number of degrees of freedom at eletroweaktemperatures and we de�ned � � 45�ws=4vwT 3. The hemial potential �Lfalls o� at least as e�Dqz in the symmetri phase where Dq is the quark dif-fusion onstant. Thus for large wall veloities vw, the exponent ��z is irrel-evant and the dependene on the wall veloity is inherited from the hemialpotential �L that is in leading order linear in vw. Hene for � � Dq andvw � 1 the �nal baryon asymmetry depends only weakly on the wall ve-loity. If vw approahes the speed of sound, s = 1=p3, di�usion shouldbeome ineÆient (whih however is not orretly reprodued in the analysisof se. 3 that assumes small wall veloities). In the limit of very small wallveloities the exponent beomes important and leads to further suppression.This indiates that the wall is so slow that the sphaleron is saturated. In thisregime bakreations on the left-handed hemial potential �L should not benegleted.On one hand, the sphaleron rate has to be large during the phase tran-sition in the symmetri phase in front of the wall. The CP violation in thereetion of partiles leads to a net CP-violating partile density in front of8An early review on the sphaleron rate in the ontext of eletroweak baryogenesis isgiven in [117℄.



A THE WEAK SPHALERON RATE 62the wall. If this partile density arries (positive) lepton or (negative) baryonnumber, the sphaleron proess is biased towards a positive net baryon num-ber. In order to produe a baryon asymmetry of the observed magnitude� ' 10�10 the sphaleron proess should be onsiderably larger than � ineletroweak units.This sphaleron rate in the symmetri phase was ontroversially disussedfor some time in the literature 9. The main problem is that the sphaleronrate is non-perturbative due to the large oupation number of soft modesbut also sensitive to the dynamis of the hard modes in the plasma [119℄. Thesystem is suessfully desribed by B�odekers e�etive theory [120, 121, 122℄that an be easily simulated on a lattie. In onlusion, the weak sphaleronrate in the symmetri phase reads�ws = � �g2wT 2m2D ��5wT 4 ; (124)where m2D = 116 g2wT 2 is the Debye mass of the weak gauge �elds and gw isthe gauge oupling of the weak interations. Numerially the oeÆient � isgiven by � ' 40. Inluding the dynamis of the Higgs �eld slightly reduesthis number and one �nds [123℄�ws ' 1:0� 10�6 T 4 : (125)This is in priniple suÆiently fast for eletroweak baryogenesis.On the other hand, the sphaleron rate in the broken phase should besmaller than in the symmetri one. For equal sphaleron rate no net baryonnumber would be generated during the phase transition, sine the plasmain the bubble arries the opposite lepton and baryon number densities om-pared to the plasma in front of the wall. In fat, the sphaleron rate in thebroken phase must be many orders of magnitude smaller than the rate inthe symmetri phase. After the phase transition, the plasma omponents in-side and outside the Higgs bubbles mingle again. Even though a net baryon(and equal lepton) number was generated during the phase transition, thereal equilibrium state of the system is still B = L = 0. If the sphaleronproess is still ative after the phase transition, the system has a time oforder of the Hubble sale to attain this equilibrium. Hene, in order for ele-troweak baryogenesis to work, the sphaleron rate must be slow ompared tothe Hubble expansion.9A nie summary of the status quo an be found in the talk [118℄.



B SEMI-CLASSICAL APPROACH TO PHASE TRANSITIONS 63The sphaleron rate in the broken phase is aessible to semi-lassialanalysis [124, 125℄ and is exponentially suppressed by the sphaleron energy�ws ' T 4 e�Esp=T : (126)The sphaleron energy is proportion to [124℄Esp ' 4��gw � ; (127)and numerially one �nds � ' 2:8. If one requires that the sphaleron rateis slow ompared to Hubble expansion, �ws � HT 3, this leads to [125, 126,127, 128℄ � & 1:1T ; (128)This is the so-alled sphaleron washout riterion10.Also the sphaleron rate in the broken phase has been on�rmed non-perturbatively on the lattie [131℄. Reently, the �rst lattie alulations on-neting the symmetri phase with the broken phase have been presented [132℄,on�rming the piture developed in the two di�erent phases in a unifyingframework.B Semi-lassial approah to phase transitionsThe formalism to desribe semi-lassial tunneling was pioneered in on-densed matter systems by Langer [133℄, in quantum �eld theory by Coleman[134, 135℄ and at �nite temperature by Linde [136℄. A review of the topian be found in [137℄.In a tunneling problem the e�etive potential has at least two loal min-ima that onstitute the di�erent phases the physial system an reside in.In the following we all these two phases the symmetri (before the phasetransition) and broken (after the phase transition) phases, motivated by theeletroweak phase transition, see Fig 12. In the semi-lassial WKB approx-imation, the tunnel probability per volume and time is suppressed by theEulidean ation of the so-alled tunneling boune ��P � Ae�S(��) ; (129)10For a more detailed disussion of this argument see also [129, 130℄.
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Figure 12: Example for a potential with a metastable minimum. The phasetransition proeeds from the symmetri phase �s to the broken phase �b.derived from the e�etive ation expanded in gradientsS ' Z d4x 12������+ V (�) ; (130)where V (�) denotes the orresponding e�etive potential that eventually de-pends on the temperature.The oeÆient A in (129) is for dimensional reasons of eletroweak sale,A � T 4. The phase transition happens when the probability to nuleate abubble of broken phase is of order unity in a Hubble volume and time leadingto the ondition S ' log AH4 ' 140 : (131)The boune �� is at zero temperature a O(4)-symmetri solution to the Eu-lidean equations of motion while at �nite temperature it is O(3) symmetriand periodi in imaginary time. The equations of motion then readd2 ��d� 2 + (d� 1) d��� d� = �dVd�� ; (132)with d = 4 (d = 3) for tunneling at zero (�nite) temperature. The bound-ary onditions are suh that �� initially rests lose to the broken phase and



C WALL VELOCITY AND WALL THICKNESS 65asymptotially approahes the symmetri phase at late 'time'��(0) ' �b ; ��0(0) = 0 ; ��(1) = �s : (133)In the limit of weak phase transitions, the thin-wall approximation ap-plies [134℄. In this ase the �eld �� rests for a rather long time �R lose tothe broken phase and then quikly hanges to the symmetri phase. In thisase, the tunnel ation an be reexpressed in terms of the wall tension� = Z d�p2V (�) ; (134)and the potential di�erene �V � V (�b)� V (�s) asS = 27�2�42�V 3 (d = 4);S = 16��33T�V 2 (d = 3): (135)Otherwise, for one �eld and quite arbitrary onditions, the tunneling ationan easily be obtained numerially using the shooting-algorithms [134℄. Forseveral salar �elds, more involved methods have to be used [138, 139℄.Reently, the gauge-independene of above approah was questioned [129,140, 141℄ but an expliit alulation in a Abelian toy model shows that thedependene on the gauge hoie is atually quite small [142℄. This is alsosupported by the fat that the semi-lassial approah agrees reasonably wellwith non-perturbative methods on the lattie [143℄. The main orretions tothe proedure above seem to ome from higher order ontributions to thekineti term and the e�etive potential in the e�etive ation (130).C Wall veloity and wall thiknessSeveral parameters of the phase transition enter the produed baryon asym-metry quantitatively. Namely the ritial vev �, the ritial temperature T,the wall thikness `w and the wall veloity vw.The most important one is hereby the ratio �=T that determines thesphaleron washout and also the reetion of the partiles by the Higgs wallthat in turn leads to the CP violation in the partile densities. Fortunately,in most models with viable eletroweak baryogenesis this quantities an berather easily obtained using the semi-lassial methods of appendix B.



D ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITION IN THE SM 66Another important input is the wall thikness `w. The gradient expansionan only be applied for thik walls, `w T � 1, and the �nal baryon asymmetryis in the one-avor ase roughly inversely proportional to the wall thikness.For not too large wall veloities, the shape of the Higgs bubble pro�le doesnot hange muh during the expansion [144℄. The wall thikness an thenbe determined from the wall thikness of the nuleated bubbles in the semi-lassial tunneling analysis.Finally, the wall veloity vw enters the analysis. Viable baryogenesis re-quires that the wall veloity is small enough to allow for partile di�usion infront on the wall vw < 1=p3. For wall veloities smaller than that the pro-dued baryon asymmetry is rather insensitive to the wall veloity as alreadydisussed in appendix A. This results from the fat that the CP violationaumulated in front of the wall is proportional to the wall veloity. At thesame time, the phase transition proeeds longer and the sphaleron proessan at longer on the CP-violating partile densities and onvert them into abaryon asymmetry. In this regime the �nal baryon asymmetry depends onlyweakly the wall veloity. However, for very slow walls, the sphaleron proessbeomes saturated and the �nal asymmetry sales linearly with the wall ve-loity. Due to the smallness of the sphaleron rate, this typially happens forveloities of order vw . 10�3.So the pivotal question is if the wall veloity is in the regime 10�3 � vw <1=p3 where above approximations are reasonable and the �nal asymmetryis insensitive to the wall veloity. To answer this question in a spei� modelrequires to perform an out-of-equilibrium analysis that so far was only per-formed in the Standard Model [145, 48℄ and the MSSM [146℄. In both ases,the wall veloity turned out to be in the desired ballpark. For other models,the wall veloity is still unknown. A simple way of estimating the wall velo-ity is to model frition in a phenomenologial approah and to extrapolatethe results from the SM and the MSSM [147, 148, 144, 149, 150℄.D Eletroweak phase transition in the SMIn this setion we review the perturbative analysis of the eletroweak phasetransition in the Standard Model. We follow the work [151℄ but present asimpli�ed analysis.



D ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITION IN THE SM 67At tree level, the e�etive potential of the Higgs �eld readsV 0 = �4 ��2 � v2�2 ; (136)and at one loop order the thermal orretions to the free energy are�V 1 = � T 42�2 Xi Z dx x2 log�1� exp(�qx2 +m2i�2� ; (137)where � stand for fermions/bosons respetively, T denotes the temperature,� the inverse temperature and mi the di�erent partile masses. As long asthe masses do not exeed the temperature, this an be expanded as�V 1fermions = 148m2T 2 +O(m4) ;�V 1bosons = 124m2T 2 � 112�m3T +O(m4) : (138)Of speial importane are hereby the ubi terms ontributed by the bosons.If the mass of a bosoni �eld is only generated by the oupling to the Higgsvev (as is the ase for the weak gauge bosons in the SM), this gives in turnrise to a term of the form �3T in the e�etive potential. This term is essentialto generate a potential barrier between the symmetri and the broken phase.Consider a potential of the formV = �2(T )�2 � E T �3 + �4�4 : (139)At some temperature T, this polynomial potential has two degenerate min-ima at � = 0 and � = � > 0 and is of the formV = �4�2(�� �)2 : (140)Comparison with (139) then shows that�2(T) = 14��2 ; E T = 12�� : (141)This immediately implies �=T = 2E=� (142)
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